MAINE COON GCCF CLASSES

ALL CLASSES ALLOW WITH WHITE = 03

1. **BROWN/BLUE TABBY SERIES**

   This class is for **only** Brown (Black) = n and Blue = a

   **Only** Classic tabby = 22 or Mackerel tabby = 23 are accepted for showing.

   Entries in this class **MUST** be MCO n or a followed by 22 or 23;

   + 03 (white) is possible

2. **SILVER TABBY SERIES**

   This class covers **all silver series tabbies**. The letter s must be present, together with a colour.

   Because this is a TABBY SERIES 22 or 23 **MUST** follow s

   + 03 (white) is possible

3. **RED TABBY SERIES (sometimes listed as Red, Cream, Tortie Tabby)**

   Red = d

   Cream = e

   Black tortie = f

   Blue tortie = g

   Because this is a TABBY SERIES 22 or 23 **MUST** follow d, e, f, or g

   + 03 (white) is possible

4. **AOC (Any other colour)** –

   All Maine Coons that are not classic or mackerel tabby.

   **No cat in this class should have 22 or 23** in its GEMS code.

   + 03 (white) is possible